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1 of 1 review helpful A captivating interpretation brings relevance to these stories for today s listeners By Wynreader I 
read Poe several times in my youth but never found my way to H P Lovecraft Perhaps ESP told me that this brilliant 
interpretation read by William Roberts and beautifully produced by Naxos was worth the wait Mr Roberts careful 
preparation and poignant delivery of these four classic unabridged tales A definitive collection of stories from the 
unrivaled master of twentieth century horror I think it is beyond doubt that H P Lovecraft has yet to be surpassed as 
the twentieth century s greatest practitioner of the classic horror tale Stephen KingFrequently imitated and widely 
influential Howard Philips Lovecraft reinvented the horror genre in the 1920s discarding ghosts and witches and 
instead envisioning mankind as a tiny outpost of dwindl From Library Journal Together these books offer 30 weird 
stories by our nation s greatest horror writer In addition to the title piece Cthulhu includes Rats in the Walls Herbert 
West Reanimator the basis of several fun B movies and The Haunter o 
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